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Description

Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an installation
device of a reactor repair device and a method, for in-
stalling, in a reactor vessel, a repair device that repairs
a nozzle provided in the reactor vessel and the periphery
of the nozzle.

Background

[0002] For example, an atomic power plant including
a pressurized water reactor (PWR) uses light water as a
reactor coolant and a neutron moderator, keeps the light
water as high-temperature and high-pressure water that
does not boil throughout an entire reactor internal, sends
the high-temperature and high-pressure water to a steam
generator to generate steam by heat exchange, and
sends the steam to a turbine generator to generate pow-
er.
[0003] In such an atomic power plant, the pressurized
water reactor needs to have periodic checks of various
structures in order to secure sufficient safety and relia-
bility. Then, when the checks are conducted and failure
is found, a necessary place related to the failure is re-
paired. For example, in the pressurized water reactor, a
reactor vessel main body is provided with a large number
of instrumentation nozzles that penetrate a lower end
plate. In each of the instrumentation nozzles, an in-core
instrumentation guide tube is fixed to an in-core side up-
per end portion, and a conduit tube is connected to an
ex-core side lower end portion. Further, a neutron flux
detector that can measure a neutron flux can be inserted
from the instrumentation nozzle to a reactor internal (fuel
assembly) through the in-core instrumentation guide
tube with the conduit tube.
[0004] The instrumentation nozzle is configured such
that an in-core instrumentation cylinder is fit into a mount-
ing hole of the reactor vessel main body and is welded.
Therefore, tensile stress may remain in the in-core in-
strumentation cylinder, a welded portion of the in-core
instrumentation cylinder, and its peripheral portions, and
a probability of occurrence of stress corrosion cracking
becomes high due to long-term use. Therefore, conven-
tionally, there is a water jet peening technology, in which
tensile residual stress on a surface is improved into com-
pressive residual stress, so that the stress corrosion
cracking is prevented. The water jet peening is to jet high-
pressure water containing cavitation bubbles to a surface
of a metal member in water to improve the tensile residual
stress on the surface of the metal member into the com-
pressive residual stress. As such a water jet peening de-
vice, there is one described in Patent Literature 1 below,
for example. JP 2003-337192 A, JP H04-279897 A, US
6,058,153 disclose maintenance apparatuses for reactor
pressure vessels. US 6,425,276 discloses a water jet
peening device.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0005] Patent Literature 1: Japanese Laid-open Patent
Publication No. 2006-201141

Summary

Technical Problem

[0006] When the water jet peening is performed for an
inner surface of a reactor vessel, a water jet peening
device is mounted to an instrumentation nozzle (in-core
instrumentation cylinder) and work is performed. In this
case, a supporting device is mounted to a lower portion
of the water jet peening device, and the supporting device
holds the in-core instrumentation cylinder from an out-
side, so that the water jet peening device is mounted to
the instrumentation nozzle. However, the reactor vessel
is filled with water, and an operator stands by on a work
floor positioned above the reactor vessel. Therefore, the
operator needs to operate a crane from the work floor to
lower the water jet peening device, and mounts the water
jet peening device to the instrumentation nozzle. There-
fore, there is a problem of difficulty in positioning of the
water jet peening device.
[0007] The present invention solves the above prob-
lem, and an objective is to provide an installation device
of a reactor repair device and a method that can improve
workability by easily mounting the reactor repair device
to a predetermined position.

Solution to Problem

[0008] The present invention provides an installation
device of a reactor repair device that installs the reactor
repair device to an instrumentation nozzle provided in a
hemispherical portion of a reactor vessel which is defined
in claim 1 and includes: an installation jig configured to
be connected to an upper portion of the reactor repair
device; a lifting device configured to be able to suspend
and support an upper portion of the installation jig and to
lift the installation jig from a work floor; a moving device
configured to be able to move the lifting device in two
directions intersecting in a horizontal direction; and a po-
sition adjustment device configured to be able to move
the installation jig in the horizontal direction in a state
where the installation jig is supported by the lifting device.
[0009] Therefore, the reactor repair device is suspend-
ed and supported by the lifting device on the work floor
through the installation jig connected to the upper portion,
is temporarily positioned by being lowered by the lifting
device and being moved in the horizontal direction by the
moving device, and is finally actually positioned by being
moved by the position adjustment device in the horizontal
direction in a state where the installation jig is supported
by the lifting device. Then, the reactor repair device is
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lowered to be installed to the instrumentation nozzle.
Therefore, the reactor repair device can be easily mount-
ed to a predetermined position from the upper work floor,
and the workability can be improved.
[0010] Advantageously, in the installation device of a
reactor repair device, the position adjustment device is
able to move the installation jig by supporting a position
of the installation jig, the position being lower than a sup-
ported position of the installation jig by the lifting device.
[0011] Therefore, the positioning of the reactor repair
device is performed by supporting the position of the in-
stallation jig, the position being lower than the supported
position of the installation jig by the lifting device and
moving the reactor repair device. Therefore, the reactor
repair device is positioned in a state where the weight is
supported by the lifting device, and dropping of the reac-
tor repair device and the like are prevented and safety
can be improved.
[0012] In the installation device of a reactor repair de-
vice, an air balancer that reduces a weight of the reactor
repair device is provided to the installation jig.
[0013] Therefore, the weight of the reactor repair de-
vice is reduced by the air balancer. Therefore, the reactor
repair device can be slightly lowered, collision of the re-
actor repair device and the instrumentation nozzle is pre-
vented, and the reactor repair device can be appropri-
ately installed to the instrumentation nozzle.
[0014] Advantageously, in the installation device of a
reactor repair device, a suspension switch metal fitting
is provided to the installation jig, the suspension switch
metal fitting including a plurality of suspension portions,
and being able to switch suspension of the reactor repair
device suspended and supported through the installation
jig to the lifting device.
[0015] Therefore, the suspension switch metal fitting
is provided with the plurality of suspension portions.
Therefore, for example, when suspension of the reactor
repair device is switched from the crane to the lifting de-
vice, the weight of the reactor repair device is supported
by the crane and the lifting device by the suspension
switch metal fitting, and the dropping of the reactor repair
device and the like are prevented and safety can be im-
proved.
[0016] Advantageously, in the installation device of a
reactor repair device, the position adjustment device in-
cludes a guide rail laid and provided on the work floor
along one direction into which the lifting device is hori-
zontally moved, a first moving body freely movable along
the guide rail, and a holding member provided to the first
moving body and being able to hold the installation jig.
[0017] Therefore, the holding member that can hold
the installation jig is freely movable with the guide rail
along the one direction into which the lifting device is
moved through the first moving body. Therefore, the op-
erator can perform positioning of the reactor repair device
only by moving the first moving body, and the workability
can be improved.
[0018] Advantageously, in the installation device of a

reactor repair device, the holding member is able to hold
two places of the installation jig in a longitudinal direction.
[0019] Therefore, the holding member holds two plac-
es of the installation jig, and thus a tilt of the installation
jig is suppressed and stable positioning of the reactor
repair device can be performed.
[0020] Advantageously, in the installation device of a
reactor repair device, the position adjustment device in-
cludes a camera being able to capture repair work by the
reactor repair device, a second moving body freely mov-
able along the guide rail, and a monitor provided on the
second moving body and being able to display a picture
of the camera.
[0021] Therefore, the monitor on which positioning ad-
justment work by the reactor repair device is displayed
is freely movable with the guide rail along the one direc-
tion into which the lifting device is moved through the
second moving body. Therefore, the operator can per-
form positioning of the reactor repair device while moving
the monitor to an appropriate position with the second
moving body, and the workability can be improved.
[0022] Advantageously, in the installation device of a
reactor repair device, a temporary placing frame that sus-
pends and supports the upper portion of the reactor repair
device is provided.
[0023] Therefore, the installation jig can be connected
in a state where the upper portion of the reactor repair
device is suspended and supported by the temporary
placing frame. Therefore, the long installation jig and the
reactor repair device can be easily conveyed into the
reactor.
[0024] Advantageously, in the installation device of a
reactor repair device, a plurality of sets of the lifting de-
vices, the moving devices, and the position adjustment
devices is arranged on the work floor to face each other
in the horizontal direction.
[0025] Therefore, repair work can be performed in a
plurality of places with the plurality of reactor repair device
at the same time, and a work time can be shortened.
[0026] Advantageously, in the installation device of a
reactor repair device, the reactor repair device includes
a water jet peening device.
[0027] Therefore, the water jet peening device can be
easily mounted to a predetermined position, and the
workability can be improved.
[0028] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, a method of installing a reactor repair device to
an instrumentation nozzle provided in a hemispherical
portion of a reactor vessel, includes the steps of: sus-
pending and supporting an upper portion of an installation
jig connected to an upper portion of the reactor repair
device from a work floor; performing temporary position-
ing of the reactor repair device with respect to the instru-
mentation nozzle by moving the installation jig in two di-
rections intersecting in a horizontal direction; performing
actual positioning of the reactor repair device with respect
to the instrumentation nozzle by slightly moving the in-
stallation jig in the horizontal direction; and mounting the
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reactor repair device to the instrumentation nozzle by
lowering the reactor repair device through the installation
jig.
[0029] Therefore, positioning can be performed by
moving the reactor repair device in the horizontal direc-
tion, and the reactor repair device can be installed to the
instrumentation nozzle by lowering the reactor repair de-
vice. Therefore, the reactor repair device can be easily
mounted to a predetermined position from the upper work
floor, and the workability can be improved.
[0030] Advantageously, the method of installing a re-
actor repair device, includes successively performing the
actual positioning and the mounting of the reactor repair
device with respect to the instrumentation nozzle by
slightly moving the reactor repair device in the horizontal
direction while lowering the reactor repair device.
[0031] Therefore, the reactor repair device can be eas-
ily and highly precisely installed to the instrumentation
nozzle.
[0032] Advantageously, the method of installing a re-
actor repair device includes suspending and supporting
the reactor repair device by a first lifting device through
the installation jig, and moving the reactor repair device
to a predetermined position, and then switching suspen-
sion of the installation jig to a second lifting device while
keeping a load of the reactor repair device supported by
the first lifting device through the installation jig.
[0033] Therefore, when suspension of the reactor re-
pair device is switched from the first lifting device to the
second lifting device, the suspension is switched to the
second lifting device while keeping the load of the reactor
repair device supported by the first lifting device. There-
fore, the weight of the reactor repair device is supported
by the two lifting devices at the same time, and the drop-
ping of the reactor repair device and the like are prevent-
ed and safety can be improved.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0034] According to the installation device of a reactor
repair device and the method of the present invention,
positioning can be performed by moving the reactor re-
pair device in the horizontal direction by the position ad-
justment device, and the reactor repair device can be
installed to the instrumentation nozzle by lowering the
reactor repair device by the lifting device. Therefore, the
reactor repair device can be easily mounted to a prede-
termined position from the upper work floor, and the work-
ability can be improved.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0035]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an entire
configuration of an installation device of a reactor
repair device according to a first embodiment of the
present invention.

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating the instal-
lation device of a reactor repair device of the first
embodiment.
FIG. 3 is a front view of a positioning frame.
FIG. 4 is a plan view of the positioning frame.
FIG. 5 is a III-III cross-sectional view of FIG. 3.
FIG. 6 is a front view of a monitor frame.
FIG. 7 is a plan view of the monitor frame.
FIG. 8 is a VIII-VIII cross-sectional view of FIG. 7.
FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating a method of installing
an installation device of a reactor repair device.
FIG. 10-1 is a schematic diagram illustrating a meth-
od of positioning a horizontal position of a reactor
repair device.
FIG. 10-2 is a schematic diagram illustrating the
method of positioning a horizontal position of a re-
actor repair device.
FIG. 10-3 is a schematic diagram illustrating the
method of positioning a horizontal position of a re-
actor repair device.
FIG. 10-4 is a schematic diagram illustrating the
method of positioning a horizontal position of a re-
actor repair device.
FIG. 11 is a front view illustrating a water jet peening
device as a reactor repair device.
FIG. 12 is a schematic view illustrating arrangement
of cameras with respect to the water jet peening de-
vice.
FIG. 13 is a schematic configuration diagram of an
atomic power plant.
FIG. 14 is a vertical cross-sectional view illustrating
a pressurized water reactor.
FIG. 15 is a cross-sectional view illustrating an in-
strumentation nozzle of a reactor vessel.
FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram illustrating an instal-
lation device of a reactor repair device according to
a second embodiment of the present invention.

Description of Embodiments

[0036] Hereinafter, favorable embodiments of an in-
stallation device of a reactor repair device and a method
according to the present invention will be described in
detail with reference to the appended drawings. Note that
the present invention is not limited by these embodi-
ments, and when there is a plurality of embodiments, the
present invention includes configurations of combination
of the embodiments.

First Embodiment

[0037] FIG. 13 is a schematic configuration diagram of
an atomic power plant, FIG. 14 is a vertical cross-sec-
tional view of a pressurized water reactor, and FIG. 15
is a cross-sectional view illustrating an instrumentation
nozzle of a reactor vessel.
[0038] A reactor of the first embodiment is a pressu-
rized water reactor that uses light water as a reactor cool-
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ant and a neutron moderator, keeps the light water as
high-temperature and high-pressure water that does not
boil throughout an entire reactor internal, sends the high-
temperature and high-pressure water to a steam gener-
ator to generate steam by heat exchange, and sends the
steam to a turbine generator to generate power.
[0039] In the atomic power plant including the pressu-
rized water reactor of the first embodiment, as illustrated
in FIG. 13, a containment 11 stores a pressurized water
reactor 12 and a steam generator 13. The pressurized
water reactor 12 and the steam generator 13 are con-
nected through high-temperature side supply piping 14
and low-temperature side supply piping 15. The high-
temperature side supply piping 14 is provided with a pres-
surizer 16, and the low-temperature side supply piping
15 is provided with a primary cooling water pump 17. In
this case, the light water is used as a moderator and a
primary cooling water (coolant), and a primary cooling
system is controlled to maintain a high-pressure state of
about 150 to 160 atmospheric pressure by the pressu-
rizer 16 in order to suppress boiling of the primary cooling
water in a reactor internal portion.
[0040] Therefore, in the pressurized water reactor 12,
the light water is heated as the primary cooling water with
low-enriched uranium or MOX as fuel (nuclear fuel), and
the high-temperature primary cooling water is sent to the
steam generator 13 through the high-temperature side
supply piping 14 in a state where the high-temperature
primary cooling water is maintained to have a predeter-
mined high pressure by the pressurizer 16. In the steam
generator 13, heat exchange is performed between the
high-temperature and high-pressure primary cooling wa-
ter and secondary cooling water, and the cooled primary
cooling water is returned to the pressurized water reactor
12 through the low-temperature side supply piping 15.
[0041] The steam generator 13 is connected with a
steam turbine 32 through piping 31 that supplies the heat-
ed secondary cooling water, that is, steam, and the piping
31 is provided with a main steam isolation valve 33. The
steam turbine 32 includes a high-pressure turbine 34 and
a low-pressure turbine 35, and is connected with a gen-
erator (power generator) 36. Further, a moisture sepa-
rator and reheater 37 is provided between the high-pres-
sure turbine 34 and the low-pressure turbine 35, and cool-
ing water branch piping 38 branching from the piping 31
is connected to the moisture separator and reheater 37.
The high-pressure turbine 34 and the moisture separator
and reheater 37 are connected with a low-temperature
reheating pipe 39, and the moisture separator and re-
heater 37 and the low-pressure turbine 35 are connected
with a high-temperature reheat pipe 40.
[0042] Further, the low-pressure turbine 35 of the
steam turbine 32 includes a condenser 41, and the con-
denser 41 is connected with turbine bypass piping 43
including a bypass valve 42 from the piping 31, and is
connected with an intake pipe 44 and a drain pipe 45 that
supplies and discharges the cooling water (for example,
sea water). The intake pipe 44 includes a circulation wa-

ter pump 46, and the other end portion of the intake pipe
44 is arranged in the sea together with the drain pipe 45.
[0043] Then, the condenser 41 is connected with pip-
ing 47, and is connected with a condensate pump 48, a
grand condenser 49, a condensate demineralizer 50, a
condensate booster pump 51, and a low-pressure supply
water heater 52. Further, the piping 47 is connected with
a deaerator 53, and provided with a main feed water
pump 54, a high-pressure supply water heater 55, and a
main feed water control valve 56.
[0044] Therefore, the steam generated by the heat ex-
change with the high-temperature and high-pressure pri-
mary cooling water in the steam generator 13 is sent to
the steam turbine 32 (from the high-pressure turbine 34
to the low-pressure turbine 35) through the piping 31,
and the steam turbine 32 is driven with the steam and
the power is generated by the generator 36. At this time,
the steam from the steam generator 13 drives the high-
pressure turbine 34, then moisture contained in the
steam is removed in the moisture separator and reheater
37 and the steam is heated, and then the steam drives
the low-pressure turbine 35. The steam that has driven
the steam turbine 32 is cooled in the condenser 41 using
sea water and becomes condensate, and is returned to
the steam generator 13 through the grand condenser 49,
the condensate demineralizer 50, the low-pressure sup-
ply water heater 52, the deaerator 53, the high-pressure
supply water heater 55, and the like.
[0045] In the pressurized water reactor 12 of the atomic
power plant configured as described above, as illustrated
in FIG. 14, a reactor vessel 61 is configured from a reactor
vessel main body 62 and a reactor vessel head (upper
end plate) 63 mounted on the reactor vessel main body
62 so as to allow an in-core structure to be inserted in
the reactor vessel 61. The reactor vessel head 63 is fixed
to the reactor vessel main body 62 with a plurality of stud
bolts 64 and nuts 65 in an openable/closable manner.
[0046] An upper portion of the reactor vessel main
body 62 can open by removal of the reactor vessel head
63, and a lower portion has a cylindrical shape blocked
with a lower end plate 66 having a semispherical shape.
An inlet nozzle 67 that supplies the light water (coolant)
as the primary cooling water, and an outlet nozzle 68 that
discharges the light water are formed in upper portions
of the reactor vessel main body 62. Further, a water pour-
ing nozzle (not illustrated) is separately formed from the
inlet nozzle 67 and the outlet nozzle 68 in the reactor
vessel main body 62.
[0047] An upper core support 69 is fixed above the inlet
nozzle 67 and the outlet nozzle 68, and a lower core
support 70 is positioned and fixed in the vicinity of a lower
end plate 66, inside the reactor vessel main body 62. The
upper core support 69 and the lower core support 70
have a disk-like shape, and a large number of flow holes
(not illustrated) is formed in the upper core support 69
and the lower core support 70. Then, the upper core sup-
port 69 is connected with an upper core support plate 72
in which a large number of flow holes (not illustrated) is
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formed, through a plurality of core support rods 71.
[0048] A core barrel 73 that forms a cylindrical shape
is arranged with a predetermined gap with an inner wall
surface in the reactor vessel main body 62. An upper
portion of the core barrel 73 is connected with the upper
core support plate 72, and a lower portion is connected
with a lower core support plate 74 that forms a disk-like
shape and in which a large number of flow holes (not
illustrated) is formed. Then, the lower core support plate
74 is supported by the lower core support 70. That is, the
core barrel 73 is suspended and supported by the lower
core support 70 of the reactor vessel main body 62.
[0049] A reactor internal 75 is formed of the upper core
support plate 72, the core barrel 73, and the lower core
support plate 74, and a large number of fuel assemblies
76 is arranged in the reactor internal 75. The fuel assem-
bly 76 is configured such that, although not illustrated, a
large number of fuel rods is bundled with a support grid
in a grid-like manner, and an upper nozzle is fixed to an
upper end portion, and a lower nozzle is fixed to a lower
end portion. Further, a large number of control rods 77
is arranged in the reactor internal 75. Upper end portions
of the large number of control rods 77 are put together,
and serve as a control rod cluster 78, and can be inserted
into the fuel assemblies 76. A larger number of control
rod cluster guide tubes 79 is fixed to the upper core sup-
port 69 by penetrating the upper core support 69, and
lower end portions of the control rod cluster guide tubes
79 are extended to the control rod cluster 78 in the fuel
assemblies 76.
[0050] An upper portion of the reactor vessel head 63
that configures the reactor vessel 61 forms a semispher-
ical shape, and the reactor vessel head 63 is provided
with a control rod drive device 80 of a magnetic jack that
is housed in a housing 81 integrally formed with the re-
actor vessel head 63. Upper end portions of the large
number of control rod cluster guide tubes 79 are extended
to the control rod drive device 80, and control rod cluster
drive shafts 82 are extended from the control rod drive
device 80, pass through the control rod cluster guide
tubes 79, are extended to the fuel assemblies 76, and
can hold the control rod cluster 78.
[0051] The control rod drive device 80 is extended and
provided in an up and down direction, and is connected
with the control rod cluster 78. The control rod drive de-
vice 80 controls an output of the reactor by moving, up
and down, with the magnetic jack, the control rod cluster
drive shafts 82 having a plurality of peripheral grooves
arranged and provided in the surfaces in a longitudinal
direction with equal pitches.
[0052] Further, the reactor vessel main body 62 is pro-
vided with a large number of instrumentation nozzles 83
that penetrates the lower end plate 66. An in-core side
upper end portion of each instrumentation nozzle 83 is
connected with an in-core instrumentation guide tube 84,
and an ex-core side lower end portion is connected with
a conduit tube 85. Upper end portions of the in-core in-
strumentation guide tubes 84 are connected with the low-

er core support 70, and upper and lower connection
plates 86 and 87 for suppressing vibration are attached
to the in-core instrumentation guide tubes 84. A neutron
flux detector (not illustrated) that can measure a neutron
flux is mounted on thimble tubes 88, and the thimble
tubes 88 pass through the instrumentation nozzles 83
and the in-core instrumentation guide tubes 84 from the
conduit tubes 85, penetrate the lower core support plate
74, and can be inserted to the fuel assemblies 76.
[0053] Therefore, the control rod cluster drive shafts
82 are moved by the control rod drive device 80 and the
control rods 77 are pulled out of the fuel assemblies 76
by a predetermined amount, so that nuclear fission in the
reactor internal 75 is controlled. The light water filled in
the reactor vessel 61 is heated by generated thermal
energy, and the high-temperature light water is dis-
charged through the outlet nozzle 68 and is sent to the
steam generator 13, as described above. That is, the
nuclear fuel that configures the fuel assemblies 76 per-
forms the nuclear fission to release neutrons, and the
light water as the moderator and the primary cooling wa-
ter decreases kinetic energy of the released high-pres-
sure neutrons, causes the neutrons to become thermal
neutrons, facilitates new nuclear fission, and takes gen-
erated heat to perform cooling. Meanwhile, the number
of neutrons generated in the reactor internal 75 is adjust-
ed by inserting the control rods 77 to the fuel assemblies
76. Further, the reactor can be urgently stopped by fully
inserting the control rods 77 to the fuel assemblies 76.
[0054] Further, an upper plenum 89 communicating in-
to the outlet nozzle 68 is formed above the reactor internal
75, and a lower plenum 90 is formed below the reactor
internal 75, in the reactor vessel 61. Then, a downcomer
portion 91 communicating into the inlet nozzle 67 and
the lower plenum 90 is formed between the reactor vessel
61 and the core barrel 73. Therefore, the light water flows
through the inlet nozzle 67 into the reactor vessel main
body 62, flows down in the downcomer portion 91 to
reach the lower plenum 90, is upwardly guided along a
spherical inner surface of the lower plenum 90 and rises,
passes through the lower core support 70 and the lower
core support plate 74, and then flows into the reactor
internal 75. The light water having flown into the reactor
internal 75 absorbs the thermal energy generated from
the fuel assemblies 76 that configure the reactor internal
75 to cool the fuel assemblies 76, becomes to have a
high temperature, passes through the upper core support
plate 72, rises to the upper plenum 89, and is discharged
passing through the outlet nozzle 68.
[0055] In the reactor vessel 61 configured as described
above, as illustrated in FIG. 15, the instrumentation noz-
zle 83 is configured such that the in-core instrumentation
cylinder 95 is fit into a mounting hole 96 formed in the
lower end plate 66 of the reactor vessel main body 62,
and an upper end portion of the in-core instrumentation
cylinder 95 is fixed to an inner surface of the lower end
plate 66 by welding (groove welded portion 97). The re-
actor vessel main body 62 is configured such that stain-
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less steel is subjected to buttered welding on an inner
surface of low alloy steel serving as a base material. The
in-core instrumentation cylinder 95 made of a nickel-base
alloy is welded (groove welded portion 97) to the reactor
vessel main body 62 with a nickel-base alloy material in
a state where the in-core instrumentation cylinder 95 is
fit into the mounting hole 96 of the reactor vessel main
body 62.
[0056] Therefore, tensile stress may remain in the in-
core instrumentation cylinder 95, the groove welded por-
tion 97, and its peripheral portions, and a probability of
occurrence of stress corrosion cracking becomes high
due to long-term use. Therefore, the tensile residual
stress on the surface is improved into the compressive
residual stress by a water jet peening (WJP) device as
a reactor repair device, so that the stress corrosion crack-
ing is prevented. The water jet peening device is to jet
high-pressure water containing cavitation bubbles on a
surface of a metal member in water to improve the tensile
residual stress on the surface of the metal member into
the compressive residual stress.
[0057] When the tensile residual stress on the surface
of the lower end plate 66 is improved into the compressive
residual stress by the water jet peening device, the water
jet peening device is mounted to the instrumentation noz-
zle 83 (in-core instrumentation cylinder 95) and work is
performed. The installation device of a reactor repair de-
vice and the method of the first embodiment are used to
install the water jet peening device to the instrumentation
nozzle 83 (in-core instrumentation cylinder 95).
[0058] FIG. 11 is a front view illustrating a water jet
peening device as a reactor repair device, and FIG. 12
is a schematic view illustrating arrangement of cameras
with respect to the water jet peening device.
[0059] As illustrated in FIGS. 11 and 12, a water jet
peening device 101 includes a device main body 102, a
clamping device 103, an outer surface WJP nozzle 104,
and an inner surface WJP nozzle 105. The clamping de-
vice 103 is arranged to downwardly protrude from a lower
portion of the device main body 102, and fixes the device
main body 102 to the instrumentation nozzle 83 by being
fit into and clamping an outer peripheral surface of the
in-core instrumentation cylinder 95. The outer surface
WJP nozzle 104 jets tensile high-pressure water to the
inner surface of the lower end plate 66 and the groove
welded portion 97. The inner surface WJP nozzle 105
jets the tensile high-pressure water to an inner surface
of the in-core instrumentation cylinder 95.
[0060] In this case, the outer surface WJP nozzle 104
and the inner surface WJP nozzle 105 can be moved up
and down with respect to the device main body 102 and
can be rotated in a peripheral direction, and can jet high-
pressure water to predetermined regions of the lower end
plate 66, the groove welded portion 97, and the in-core
instrumentation cylinder 95.
[0061] Further, the water jet peening device 101 is pro-
vided with an execution monitoring camera 106, and de-
vice positioning cameras 107 and 108 to the device main

body 102. The execution monitoring camera 106 is fixed
to the device main body 102, can be rotated with a hor-
izontal support shaft, and can change a capturing direc-
tion.
[0062] The device positioning cameras 107 and 108
are arranged in positions separated by a predetermined
angle θ (for example, 90 degrees) in the horizontal direc-
tion, and include illumination. The device positioning
cameras 107 and 108 can be lifted with respect to the
device main body 102 by a lift cylinder 109, and can be
moved to a lowered position at the time of positioning the
water jet peening device 101 and to a rising position at
the time of work of the water jet peening device 101.
[0063] A connecting shaft 110 is fixed on an upper por-
tion of the device main body 102 of the water jet peening
device 101, and can connect an installation pole (instal-
lation jig) described below.
[0064] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an en-
tire configuration of an installation device of a reactor
repair device according to the first embodiment of the
present invention, FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illus-
trating the installation device of a reactor repair device
of the first embodiment, FIG. 3 is a front view of a posi-
tioning frame, FIG. 4 is a plan view of the positioning
frame, FIG. 5 is a III-III cross-sectional view of FIG. 3,
FIG. 6 is a front view of a monitor frame, FIG. 7 is a plan
view of the monitor frame, FIG. 8 is a VIII-VIII cross-sec-
tional view of FIG. 7, FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating a
method of installing an installation device of a reactor
repair device, and FIGS. 10-1 to 10-4 are schematic di-
agrams illustrating a method of positioning a horizontal
position of a reactor repair device.
[0065] The installation device of a reactor repair device
of the first embodiment installs the water jet peening de-
vice 101 as the reactor repair device to the instrumenta-
tion nozzle 83 (in-core instrumentation cylinder 95) pro-
vided in the lower end plate (hemispherical portion) 66
of the reactor vessel 61 (reactor vessel main body 62).
The installation device of the reactor repair device in-
cludes an installation pole 111, a lifting device 112, a
moving device 113, and a position adjustment device
114.
[0066] In an atomic power plant, as illustrated in FIGS.
1 and 2, a reactor building (not illustrated) is provided
with a work floor 121. A cavity 122 is provided below the
work floor 121, and cooling water is stored in the cavity
122. The reactor vessel 61 is arranged inside the cavity
122, and is suspended and supported.
[0067] The reactor building is provided with an over-
head crane (first lifting device) 123, and the overhead
crane 123 can move and lift a hook 124 in two directions
intersecting in the horizontal direction. Further, in the re-
actor building, a pair of guide rails 125 is laid and provided
on both sides of the cavity 122, and a mobile crane (mov-
ing device 113) 126 is supported in a freely movable man-
ner. The mobile crane 126 is provided with an electric
hoist (lifting device 112, a second lifting device) 127 freely
movable in an X direction in the horizontal direction, and
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freely movable in a Y direction intersecting with (perpen-
dicular to) the X direction in the horizontal direction. Then,
the electric hoist 127 includes a hook 128 that can be
lifted in a Z direction along a vertical direction.
[0068] The installation pole 111 is a long member and
has a predetermine length, and a connecting shaft 110
of the water jet peening device 101 can be connected to
a lower end portion of the installation pole 111. In this
case, the work floor 121 is provided with a temporary
placing frame 129 that suspends and supports a flange
portion of the connecting shaft 110. Further, the connect-
ing shaft 110 of the water jet peening device 101 is pro-
vided with a plurality of swing bolts. Therefore, the flange
portion of the connecting shaft 110 is suspended and
supported by the temporary placing frame 129, a lower
flange portion of the installation pole 111 is placed on the
flange portion, and these flange portions can be fastened
with the plurality of swing bolts. Further, the installation
pole 111 is configured from a plurality of divided poles,
and can allow the flange portions to adhere to each other
and fasten the flange portions with the plurality of swing
bolts in a similar manner.
[0069] An air balancer 131 and a suspension switch
metal fitting 132 are connected to an upper portion of the
installation pole 111. The air balancer 131 reduces the
weight of the installation pole 111, the water jet peening
device 101, and the like. That is, the air balancer 131 is
connected with the installation pole 111 and the water
jet peening device 101 and includes a piston freely mov-
able up and down, so that an upper chamber and a lower
chamber are divided. Therefore, the air balancer 131 can
reduce the weight by providing, to the lower chamber,
pressure corresponding to the weight of the installation
pole 111 and the water jet peening device 101, and can
slowly lower the water jet peening device 101 by adjusting
the pressure.
[0070] The suspension switch metal fitting 132 in-
cludes a plurality of (three in the present embodiment)
suspension holes (suspension portions), and switches
suspension of the suspended and supported installation
pole 111, the water jet peening device 101, and the like,
from the overhead crane 123 to the moving device 113
(electric hoist 127). That is, first, the installation pole 111
and the water jet peening device 101 are connected to
a first suspension hole of the suspension switch metal
fitting 132, a second suspension hole is hooked with a
hook 124 of the overhead crane 123, and the water jet
peening device 101 is suspended by the overhead crane
123 through the installation pole 111. Under this state,
the water jet peening device 101 is moved to a vicinity
of the mobile crane 126 by the overhead crane 123, a
third suspension hole is hooked with a hook 128 of the
mobile crane 126, and the hook 128 is raised and the
hook 124 is lowered, so that suspension of the water jet
peening device 101 is switched from the overhead crane
123 to the mobile crane 126.
[0071] Here, the position adjustment device 114 will
be described in detail. The position adjustment device

114 adjusts the position of the water jet peening device
101 in the Y direction by slightly moving the installation
pole 111 in the horizontal direction (the Y direction in the
present embodiment) in a state where the water jet peen-
ing device 101 is suspended and supported by the mobile
crane 126 (electric hoist 127) through the installation pole
111. In this case, the position adjustment device 114
moves and adjusts the water jet peening device 101 by
supporting a portion that is an upper portion of the instal-
lation pole 111 in a longitudinal direction, and is lower
than a supported position by the hook 128.
[0072] While the mobile crane 126 is electrically mov-
able in the X direction along the guide rails 125, the elec-
tric hoist 127 is movable in the Y direction by a chain
operation of the operator. Therefore, highly precise po-
sition adjustment of the water jet peening device 101 in
the Y direction is difficult. Therefore, the position adjust-
ment device 114 is slightly moved along the Y direction,
thereby to slightly move the water jet peening device 101
and to enable the highly precise position adjustment.
[0073] The position adjustment device 114 includes a
guide rail 141 laid and provided to the mobile crane 126
along the Y direction, a first moving body 142 freely mov-
able along the guide rail 141, and a holding member 143
provided on the first moving body 142 and which can hold
the installation pole 111. Further, the position adjustment
device 114 includes the device positioning cameras 107
and 108 provided in the water jet peening device 101,
second moving bodies 144 freely movable along the
guide rail 141, and monitors 145 provided on the second
moving bodies 144 and which can display pictures of the
device positioning cameras 107 and 108. In this case, in
the position adjustment device 114, the holding member
143 is arranged on the guide rail 141 through the first
moving body 142, and the monitors 145 are respectively
arranged on both sides of the holding member 143
through the second moving bodies 144.
[0074] That is, a passage 146 on which the operator
can walk is provided along the Y direction of the mobile
crane 126, and handrails 147 and 148 are provided on
both sides of the passage 146. The guide rail 141 is fixed
in front of the passage 146 along the Y direction.
[0075] Then, as illustrated in FIGS. 3 to 5, the first mov-
ing body 142 is provided with a pair of first support rollers
151 on end portions of the guide rail 141 on a longitudinal
direction side. The first support rollers 151 are freely rol-
lable on an upper surface. Further, the first moving body
142 is provided with a pair of second support rollers 152
on end portions of the guide rail 141 on a rear portion
side and on a longitudinal direction side. The second sup-
port rollers 152 are freely rollable on a side surface. A
support wall 153 extending downward is fixed to the guide
rail 141. The first moving body 142 is connected with a
connecting member 154 extending downward, on a front
portion side, and the connecting member 154 is provided
with a pair of third support rollers 155 freely rollable on
the support wall 153. Further, the first moving body 142
is provided with a stopper 156 in a freely rotatable man-
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ner, and can bring a tip portion of the stopper 156 in
contact with the upper surface of the guide rail 141 by
rotation of the stopper 156.
[0076] Therefore, the first moving body 142 can be
moved in the Y direction by rolling of the first support
rollers 151 and the second support rollers 152 on the
guide rail 141, and rolling of the third support roller 155
on the support wall 153, and the stopper 156 is rotated
and the tip portion is brought in contact with the upper
surface of the guide rail 141 at a predetermined position,
so that the first moving body 142 can be fixed to the po-
sition.
[0077] The holding member 143 is fixed to the con-
necting member 154 in the first moving body 142. The
holding member 143 is provided with an upper support
piece 157 and a lower support piece 158 formed in the
horizontal direction. The upper support piece 157 is pro-
vided with an upper holding portion 159, and the lower
support piece 158 is provided with a lower holding portion
160. The upper holding portion 159 is supported by the
upper support piece 157 along the Y direction in a freely
movable manner, and includes an engagement recess
portion 161 and a hook 162. The engagement recess
portion 161 can engage the installation pole 111, and the
hook 162 can hook the installation pole 111 to the en-
gagement recess portion 161. The lower holding portion
160 includes an engagement recess portion 163 and a
hook 164. The engagement recess portion 163 is fixed
to the lower support piece 158 and can engage the in-
stallation pole 111, and the hook 164 can hook the in-
stallation pole 111 to the engagement recess portion 163.
[0078] Therefore, in the holding member 143, the up-
per holding portion 159 and the lower holding portion 160
can hold the installation pole 111 at the A position, and
only the upper holding portion 159 can hold the installa-
tion pole 111 at the B position. In this case, the A position
is a position where the position in the Y direction of the
water jet peening device 101 can be adjusted through
the installation pole 111, and the B position is an execu-
tion position of water jet peening by the water jet peening
device 101.
[0079] Further, as illustrated in FIGS. 6 to 8, the second
moving body 144 is provided with a plurality of first sup-
port rollers 171 at lower portions. The first support rollers
171 are freely rollable on the upper surface of the guide
rail 141. Further, the second moving body 144 is provided
with a plurality of second support rollers 172 at end por-
tions of the guide rail 141 on the longitudinal direction
side. The second support rollers 172 are freely rollable
on the side surfaces. The second moving body 144 is
provided with a pair of freely engageable engagement
pieces 173 on both side portions of the guide rail 141.
Further, the second moving body 144 is provided with a
stopper 174 in a freely rotatable manner, and can bring
a tip portion of the stopper 174 in contact with the upper
surface of the guide rail 141 by rotation of the stopper 174.
[0080] Therefore, the second moving body 144 can be
moved in the Y direction by rolling of the first support

rollers 171 and the second support rollers 172 on the
guide rail 141, and by engagement of the engagement
pieces 173 with both side portions of the guide rail 141.
The stopper 174 is rotated and the tip portion is brought
in contact with the upper surface of the guide rail 141 at
a predetermined position, so that the second moving
body 144 can be fixed to the position.
[0081] The second moving body 144 supports the
monitor 145 through a plurality of support members 175,
176, and 177. The monitor 145 is arranged to face the
side of the holding member 143 supported by the first
moving body 142.
[0082] A method of installing a reactor repair device
by the installation device of a reactor repair device con-
figured as described above includes a step of suspending
and supporting the upper portion of the installation pole
111 connected to the upper portion of the water jet peen-
ing device 101 from the work floor 121, a step of perform-
ing temporary positioning of the water jet peening device
101 with respect to the instrumentation nozzle 83 by mov-
ing the installation pole 111 in the two directions inter-
secting in the horizontal direction, a step of performing
actual positioning of the water jet peening device 101
with respect to the instrumentation nozzle 83 by slightly
moving the installation pole 111 in the horizontal direc-
tion, and a step of mounting the water jet peening device
101 to the instrumentation nozzle 83 by lowering the wa-
ter jet peening device 101 through the installation pole
111.
[0083] Further, the method of installing a reactor repair
device successively performs the actual positioning and
mounting of the water jet peening device 101 with respect
to the instrumentation nozzle 83 by slightly moving the
water jet peening device 101 in the horizontal direction
while lowering the water jet peening device 101.
[0084] Further, the method of installing a reactor repair
device suspends and supports the water jet peening de-
vice 101 with the overhead crane 123 through the instal-
lation pole 111, moves the water jet peening device 101
to the predetermined position, and then switches the sus-
pension of the installation pole 111 to the mobile crane
126 (electric hoist 127) while keeping the water jet peen-
ing device 101 supported by the overhead crane 123
through the installation pole 111.
[0085] That is, in the method of installing a reactor re-
pair device, as illustrated in FIGS. 1, 2, and 9, at step
S11, the lifting device 112, the moving device 113, and
the position adjustment device 114 as the installation de-
vice are installed on the work floor 121. Further, a high-
pressure water pump 181, a WJP operation board 182,
a monitor television 183, a power supply box 184, a free
board 185, and a relay box 186 are installed on the work
floor 121, and are connected to the water jet peening
device 101.
[0086] At step S12, the water jet peening device 101
is moved by the overhead crane 123 and is arranged on
the temporary placing frame 129. At step S13, the instal-
lation pole 111 is moved by the overhead crane 123, and
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is placed on the water jet peening device 101 supported
by the temporary placing frame 129, and the installation
pole 111 and the water jet peening device 101 are fas-
tened. Then, at step S14, the installation pole 111 and
the water jet peening device 101 are suspended and sup-
ported by the overhead crane 123 through the suspen-
sion switch metal fitting 132, and are moved to a vicinity
of the mobile crane 126. Then, the hook 128 of the mobile
crane 126 is hooked with the suspension switch metal
fitting 132, and the hook 128 of the mobile crane 126 is
raised and the hook 124 of the overhead crane 123 is
lowered. Then, the suspension switch metal fitting 132
comes off the hook 124 of the overhead crane 123, and
the mobile crane 126 suspends and supports the instal-
lation pole 111 and the water jet peening device 101
through the suspension switch metal fitting 132.
[0087] At step S15, the mobile crane 126 is horizontally
moved, so that the water jet peening device 101 is held
with the holding member 143 through the installation pole
111. Then, at step S16, the positioning of the water jet
peening device 101 is performed. That is, first, the instal-
lation pole 111 is moved in the X direction and the Y
direction by the overhead crane 123, so that the tempo-
rary positioning of the water jet peening device 101 with
respect to the instrumentation nozzle 83 is performed.
At this time, the operator works while seeing the pictures
of the device positioning cameras 107 and 108 on the
two monitors 145.
[0088] Next, the first moving body 142 is moved in a
state where the water jet peening device 101 is suspend-
ed and supported by the overhead crane 123 through
the installation pole 111, and the holding member 143 is
slightly moved in the Y direction, so that the actual posi-
tioning of the water jet peening device 101 with respect
to the instrumentation nozzle 83 is performed. At this
time, the operator operates the electric hoist 127 to lower
the water jet peening device 101 to above the instrumen-
tation nozzle 83 through the installation pole 111, and
slightly moves the water jet peening device 101 in the Y
direction while slightly lowering the water jet peening de-
vice 101, using the air balancer 131, thereby to fit the
water jet peening device 101 to the instrumentation noz-
zle 83.
[0089] In this case, first, as illustrated in FIG. 10-1, the
operator lowers the device positioning cameras 107 and
108 together with the water jet peening device 101, and
performs position adjustment while seeing the monitors
145. Then, as illustrated in FIG. 10-2, the operator lowers
the water jet peening device 101, and fits the clamping
device 103 to the outer peripheral surface of the in-core
instrumentation cylinder 95 in the instrumentation nozzle
83. Following that, as illustrated in FIG. 10-3, the operator
lowers the water jet peening device 101, and when a
positioning member 103a of the clamping device 103
comes in contact with the upper end portion of the in-
core instrumentation cylinder 95, the operator stops the
lowering of the water jet peening device 101. Then, as
illustrated in FIG. 10-4, the operator inwardly moves a

plurality of clump members 103b, so that the in-core in-
strumentation cylinder 95 is held by the clamping device
103.
[0090] Here, the water jet peening device 101 can be
mounted to the instrumentation nozzle 83 by the clamp-
ing device 103, and at step S17, the first moving body
142 is fixed to the guide rail 141, so that fixation of the
water jet peening device 101 is completed. Therefore, in
this state, the water jet peening by the water jet peening
device 101 can be performed for the inner surface of the
lower end plate 66 and the groove welded portion 97.
[0091] As described above, in the installation device
of a reactor repair device of the first embodiment, the
installation pole 111 connected with the upper portion of
the water jet peening device 101, the lifting device 112
that can suspend and support the upper portion of the
installation pole 111 from the work floor 121 and can lift
the installation pole 111, the moving device 113 that can
move the lifting device 112 in the two directions intersect-
ing in the horizontal direction, and the position adjustment
device 114 that can be moved in the horizontal direction
in a state where the installation pole 111 is supported by
the lifting device 112.
[0092] Therefore, the water jet peening device 101 is
suspended and supported by the lifting device 112
through the installation pole 111 connected to the upper
portion, and is temporarily positioned by being lowered
by the lifting device 112 and being moved by the moving
device 113 in the horizontal direction. Finally, the water
jet peening device 101 is actually positioned by being
moved in the horizontal direction by the position adjust-
ment device 114 in a state where the installation pole
111 is supported by the lifting device 112. Following that,
the water jet peening device 101 is lowered to be installed
to the instrumentation nozzle 83. Therefore, the water jet
peening device 101 can be easily mounted to the prede-
termined position from the upper work floor 121, and the
workability can be improved.
[0093] In the installation device of a reactor repair de-
vice of the first embodiment, the position adjustment de-
vice 114 causes the installation pole 111 to be movable
by supporting a portion that is lower than the supported
position of the installation pole 111 by the lifting device
112. Therefore, the portion of the installation pole 111,
which is lower than the supported position of the instal-
lation pole 111 by the lifting device 112, is supported and
moved, and the positioning of the water jet peening de-
vice 101 is performed. Therefore, the water jet peening
device 101 is positioned in a state where the weight is
supported by the lifting device 112, whereby dropping of
the water jet peening device 101 and the like can be
prevented, and safety can be improved.
[0094] In the installation device of a reactor repair de-
vice of the first embodiment, the air balancer 131 that
reduces the weight of the water jet peening device 101
is provided to the installation pole 111. Therefore, the
weight of the water jet peening device 101 is reduced by
the air balancer 131, so that the water jet peening device
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101 can be slightly lowered, collision of the water jet
peening device 101 and the instrumentation nozzle 83
is prevented, and the water jet peening device 101 can
be appropriately installed to the instrumentation nozzle
83.
[0095] In the installation device of a reactor repair de-
vice of the first embodiment, the suspension switch metal
fitting 132 that includes a plurality of suspension portions
and switches the suspension of the water jet peening
device 101 suspended and supported through the instal-
lation pole 111 to the lifting device 112 is provided to the
installation pole 111. Since the plurality of suspension
portions is provided in the suspension switch metal fitting
132, when suspension of the water jet peening device
101 is switched from the overhead crane 123 to the elec-
tric hoist 127, the weight of the water jet peening device
101 can be supported by both of the overhead crane 123
and the electric hoist 127 by the suspension switch metal
fitting 132, whereby dropping of the water jet peening
device 101 and the like are prevented, and safety can be
improved.
[0096] In the installation device of a reactor repair de-
vice of the first embodiment, the position adjustment de-
vice 114 includes the guide rail 141 laid and provided to
the mobile crane 126 along the Y direction, the first mov-
ing body 142 freely movable along the guide rail 141, and
the holding member 143 provided to the first moving body
142 and which can hold the installation pole 111. Since
the holding member 143 that can hold the installation
pole 111 is freely movable by the guide rail 141 along
the Y direction through the first moving body 142, the
operator can perform positioning of the water jet peening
device 101 only by moving the first moving body 142,
and the workability can be improved.
[0097] In the installation device of a reactor repair de-
vice of the first embodiment, the holding member 143
can hold two places of the installation pole 111 in the
longitudinal direction. Therefore, the holding member
143 can suppress a tilt of the installation pole 111 and
can perform stable positioning of the water jet peening
device 101.
[0098] In the installation device of a reactor repair de-
vice of the first embodiment, the position adjustment de-
vice 114 includes the device positioning cameras 107
and 108 that can capture repair work by the water jet
peening device 101, the second moving bodies 144 freely
movable along the guide rail 141, and the monitors 145
provided on the second moving bodies 144 and which
can display the pictures of the device positioning camer-
as 107 and 108. Since the monitors 145 on which the
positioning work by the water jet peening device 101 is
displayed are freely movable in the Y direction through
the second moving bodies 144, the operator can perform
positioning of the water jet peening device 101 while mov-
ing the monitors 145 to appropriate positions with the
second moving bodies 144, and the workability can be
improved.
[0099] In the installation device of a reactor repair de-

vice of the first embodiment, the temporary placing frame
129 that suspends and supports the upper portion of the
water jet peening device 101 is provided. Therefore, the
installation pole 111 can be connected in a state where
the upper portion of the water jet peening device 101 is
suspended and supported by the temporary placing
frame 129, and the long installation pole 111 and the
water jet peening device 101 can be easily conveyed into
the reactor.
[0100] Further, the method of installing a reactor vessel
of the first embodiment includes the step of suspension
and supporting the upper portion of the installation pole
111 connected to the upper portion of the water jet peen-
ing device 101 from the work floor 121, the step of per-
forming temporary positioning of the water jet peening
device 101 with respect to the instrumentation nozzle 83
by moving the installation pole 111 in the two directions
intersecting in the horizontal direction, the step of per-
forming actual positioning of the water jet peening device
101 with respect to the instrumentation nozzle 83 by
slightly moving the installation pole 111 in the horizontal
direction, and the step of mounting the water jet peening
device 101 to the instrumentation nozzle 83 by lowering
the water jet peening device 101 through the installation
pole 111.
[0101] Therefore, the positioning can be performed by
moving the water jet peening device 101 in the horizontal
direction, and the water jet peening device 101 can be
installed to the instrumentation nozzle 83 by lowering the
water jet peening device 101. Therefore, the water jet
peening device 101 can be easily mounted to the prede-
termined position from the upper work floor 121, and the
workability can be improved.
[0102] The method of installing a reactor vessel of the
first embodiment successively performs the actual posi-
tioning and the mounting of the water jet peening device
101 to the instrumentation nozzle 83 by slightly moving
the water jet peening device 101 in the horizontal direc-
tion while lowering the water jet peening device 101.
Therefore, the water jet peening device 101 can be easily
and highly precisely installed to the instrumentation noz-
zle 83.
[0103] The method of installing a reactor vessel of the
first embodiment suspends and supports the water jet
peening device 101 by the overhead crane 123 through
the installation pole 111 and moves the water jet peening
device 101 to the predetermined position, and then
switches the suspension of the installation pole 111 to
the electric hoist 127 while keeping the weight (load) of
the water jet peening device 101 supported by the over-
head crane 123 through the installation pole 111. There-
fore, when the suspension of the water jet peening device
101 is switched from the overhead crane 123 to the elec-
tric hoist 127, the suspension of the water jet peening
device 101 is switched to the electric hoist 127 while
keeping the water jet peening device 101 supported by
the overhead crane 123. Therefore, the weight of the
water jet peening device 101 is supported by the two
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lifting devices at the same time, whereby the dropping of
the water jet peening device 101 and the like are pre-
vented, and safety can be improved.

Second Embodiment

[0104] FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram illustrating an
installation device of a reactor repair device according to
a second embodiment of the present invention. Note that
a member having a similar function to the above-de-
scribed embodiment is denoted with the same reference
sign, and detailed description is omitted.
[0105] In an atomic power plant, as illustrated in FIG.
16, a reactor building (not illustrated) is provided with a
work floor 121 and a cavity 122 below the work floor 121,
and cooling water is stored in the cavity 122. A reactor
vessel 61 is arranged inside the cavity 122, and is sus-
pended and supported.
[0106] The reactor building is provided with two sets
of overhead cranes (first lifting device) 201 and 202, and
can move hooks 203 and 204 in two directions intersect-
ing in a horizontal direction and can lift the hooks 203
and 204. Further, in the reactor building, a pair of guide
rails 205 and 206 is laid and provided on both sides of
the cavity 122, and a first mobile crane 206 is supported
in a Y direction in a freely movable manner. On the first
mobile crane 206, a pair of guide rails 207 and 208 is laid
and provided, and second mobile cranes 209 and 210
are supported in an X direction in a freely movable man-
ner. Electric hoists 211 and 212 freely movable in the Y
direction are provided to the second mobile cranes 209
and 210. Then, the electric hoists 211 and 212 include
hooks 213 and 214 that can be lifted along a Z direction
along a vertical direction.
[0107] An installation pole 111 is a long member and
has a predetermined length, and a water jet peening de-
vice 101 can be connected to a lower portion of the in-
stallation pole 111. An air balancer and a suspension
switch metal fitting are connected to an upper portion of
the installation pole 111.
[0108] Position adjustment devices 221 and 222 adjust
positions of the water jet peening devices 101 in the Y
direction by slightly moving the installation poles 111 in
a horizontal direction (the Y direction in the present em-
bodiment) in a state where the water jet peening devices
101 are respectively suspended and supported by the
respective second mobile cranes 209 and 210 (the elec-
tric hoists 211 and 212) through the installation poles 111.
[0109] That is, the position adjustment devices 221 and
222 include guide rails 241 and 242 laid and provided to
the second mobile cranes 209 and 210 along the Y di-
rection, first moving bodies 243 and 244 freely movable
along the guide rails 241 and 242, and holding members
245 and 246 provided to the first moving bodies 243 and
244 and which can hold the installation poles 111. Fur-
ther, the position adjustment devices 221 and 222 include
second moving bodies 247 and 248 freely movable along
the guide rails 241 and 242, and monitors 249 and 250

provided on the second moving bodies 247 and 248. In
this case, in the position adjustment devices 221 and
222, the holding members 245 and 246 are arranged on
the guide rails 241 and 242 through the first moving bod-
ies 243 and 244, and the monitors 249 and 250 are ar-
ranged on both sides of the holding members 245 and
246 through the second moving bodies 247 and 248,
respectively.
[0110] In the second embodiment, the two pairs (a plu-
rality) of the overhead cranes 201 and 202, the second
mobile cranes 209 and 210, the electric hoists 211 and
212, the position adjustment devices 221 and 222, and
the like are arranged on the work floor 121 to face each
other in the horizontal direction.
[0111] Therefore, by arranging the dedicated second
mobile cranes 209 and 210, electric hoists 211 and 212,
position adjustment devices 221 and 222, and the like
on the work floor 121, the two water jet peening devices
101 are arranged inside the reactor vessel 61, and water
jet peening for two places can be performed at the same
time.
[0112] In the installation device of a reactor repair de-
vice of the second embodiment, the two pairs of the over-
head cranes 201 and 202, the second mobile cranes 209
and 210, the electric hoists 211 and 212, and the position
adjustment devices 221 and 222 are arranged on the
work floor 121 to face each other in the horizontal direc-
tion.
[0113] Therefore, repair work can be performed in a
plurality of places with the plurality of water jet peening
devices 101 at the same time, and a work time can be
shortened.
[0114] Note that the description has been given using
the water jet peening device 101 as the reactor repair
device in the embodiments. However, the reactor repair
device is not limited to the device, and for example, a
nozzle repair device, a nozzle exchange device, or the
like may be used. Further, in the embodiments, the in-
stallation pole 111 has been used as an installation jig
of the water jet peening device 101. However, the con-
figuration is not limited to the embodiment, and for ex-
ample, a wire, a cable, a rope, or the like may be used.
[0115] Further, in the embodiments, the description
has been given in which the installation device of a re-
actor repair device of the present invention is applied to
the pressure water reactor. However, the installation de-
vice of a reactor repair device of the present invention
may be applied to a boiling water reactor.

Reference Signs List

[0116]

61 Reactor vessel
62 Reactor vessel main body
63 Reactor vessel head
66 Lower end plate (hemispherical portion)
83 Instrumentation nozzle
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85 Conduit tube
88 Thimble tube
95 In-core instrumentation cylinder
101 Water jet peening device (reactor repair

device)
102 Device main body
103 Clamping device
104 Outer surface WJP nozzle
105 Inner surface WJP nozzle
107 and 108 Device positioning camera
110 Connecting shaft
111 Installation pole (installation jig)
112 Lifting device
113 Moving device
114 Position adjustment device
121 Work floor
122 Cavity
123 Overhead crane (first lifting device)
126 Mobile crane
127 Electric hoist (second lifting device)
129 Temporary placing frame
131 Air balancer
132 Suspension switch metal fitting
141 Guide rail
142 First moving body
143 Holding member
144 Second moving body
145 Monitor

Claims

1. An installation device of a reactor repair device con-
figured to install the reactor repair device to an in-
strumentation nozzle (83) provided in a hemispher-
ical portion (66) of a reactor vessel (61), the instal-
lation device comprising
an installation jig (111) configured to be connected
to an upper portion of the reactor repair device;
a lifting device (123, 127) configured to be able to
suspend and support an upper portion of the instal-
lation jig (111) and to lift the installation jig (111) from
a work floor;
a moving device (113) configured to be able to move
the lifting device (123, 127) in two directions inter-
secting in a horizontal direction; and
a position adjustment device (114) configured to be
able to move the installation jig (111) in the horizontal
direction in a state where the installation jig (111) is
supported by the lifting device (123, 127),
characterized in that an air balancer (131) config-
ured to reduce a weight of the reactor repair device
is provided to the installation jig (111).

2. The installation device of a reactor repair device ac-
cording to claim 1, wherein
the position adjustment device (114) is able to move
the installation jig (111) by supporting a position of

the installation jig (111), the position being lower than
a supported position of the installation jig (111) by
the lifting device (123, 127).

3. The installation device of a reactor repair device ac-
cording to claim 1 or 2, wherein
a suspension switch metal fitting (132) is provided
to the installation jig (111), the suspension switch
metal fitting (132) including a plurality of suspension
portions, and being able to switch suspension of the
reactor repair device suspended and supported
through the installation jig (111) to the lifting device
(123, 127).

4. The installation device of a reactor repair device ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein
the position adjustment device (114) includes a
guide rail (141) laid and provided on the work floor
along one direction into which the lifting device (123,
127) is horizontally moved, a first moving body (142)
freely movable along the guide rail (141), and a hold-
ing member (143) provided to the first moving body
(142) and being able to hold the installation jig (111).

5. The installation device of a reactor repair device ac-
cording to claim 4, wherein
the holding member (143) is able to hold two places
of the installation jig (111) in a longitudinal direction.

6. The installation device of a reactor repair device ac-
cording to claim 4 or 5, wherein
the position adjustment device (114) includes a cam-
era (107, 108) being able to capture repair work by
the reactor repair device, a second moving body
(144) freely movable along the guide rail (141), and
a monitor (145) provided on the second moving body
(144) and being able to display a picture of the cam-
era (107, 108).

7. The installation device of a reactor repair device ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein
a temporary placing frame (129) configured to sus-
pend and support the upper portion of the reactor
repair device is provided.

8. The installation device of a reactor repair device ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein
a plurality of sets of the lifting devices, the moving
devices, and the position adjustment devices is ar-
ranged on the work floor to face each other in the
horizontal direction.

9. The installation device of a reactor repair device ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein
the reactor repair device includes a water jet peening
device (101).

10. A method of installing, using the installation device
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according to any one of claims 1 to 9, a reactor repair
device to an instrumentation nozzle (83) provided in
a hemispherical portion (66) of a reactor vessel (61),
the method comprising the steps of:

suspending and supporting an upper portion of
the installation jig (111) connected to an upper
portion of the reactor repair device from a work
floor;
performing temporary positioning of the reactor
repair device with respect to the instrumentation
nozzle (83) by moving the installation jig (111)
in two directions intersecting in a horizontal di-
rection;
performing actual positioning of the reactor re-
pair device with respect to the instrumentation
nozzle (83) by slightly moving the installation jig
(111) in the horizontal direction; and
mounting the reactor repair device to the instru-
mentation nozzle (83) by lowering the reactor
repair device through the installation jig (111).

11. The method of installing a reactor repair device ac-
cording to claim 10, the method comprising
successively performing the actual positioning and
the mounting of the reactor repair device with respect
to the instrumentation nozzle (83) by slightly moving
the reactor repair device in the horizontal direction
while lowering the reactor repair device.

12. The method of installing a reactor repair device ac-
cording to claim 10 or 11, the method comprising
suspending and supporting the reactor repair device
by a first lifting device (123) through the installation
jig (111), and moving the reactor repair device to a
predetermined position, and then switching suspen-
sion of the installation jig (111) to a second lifting
device while keeping a load of the reactor repair de-
vice supported by the first lifting device (123) through
the installation jig (111).

Patentansprüche

1. Installationsvorrichtung für eine Reaktorreparatur-
vorrichtung, die dazu ausgebildet ist, die Reaktorre-
paraturvorrichtung an einer Instrumentierungsdüse
(83) anzubringen, die in einem halbkugelförmigen
Abschnitt (66) eines Reaktorbehälters (61) vorgese-
hen ist, wobei die Installationsvorrichtung umfasst:

eine Montagevorrichtung (111), die dazu aus-
gebildet ist, mit einem oberen Abschnitt der Re-
aktorreparaturvorrichtung verbunden zu wer-
den,
eine Hebevorrichtung (123, 127), die dazu aus-
gebildet ist, in der Lage zu sein, einen oberen
Abschnitt der Montagevorrichtung (111) aufge-

hängt zu halten und zu tragen und die Monta-
gevorrichtung (111) von einem Werksboden
hochzuheben,
eine Bewegungsvorrichtung (113), die dazu
ausgebildet ist, in der Lage zu sein, die Hebe-
vorrichtung (123, 127) in zwei Richtungen zu be-
wegen, die einander in einer waagrechten Rich-
tung kreuzen, und
eine Positionseinstellvorrichtung (114), die da-
zu ausgebildet ist, in der Lage zu sein, die Mon-
tagevorrichtung (111) in der waagrechten Rich-
tung in einem Zustand zu bewegen, in dem die
Montagevorrichtung (111) durch die Hebevor-
richtung (123, 127) getragen wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass ein Luftaus-
gleicher (131), der dazu ausgebildet ist, ein Ge-
wicht der Reaktorreparaturvorrichtung zu redu-
zieren, für die Montagevorrichtung (111) vorge-
sehen ist.

2. Installationsvorrichtung für eine Reaktorreparatur-
vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Positionseinstellvorrichtung (114) in der Lage ist,
die Montagevorrichtung (111) durch Stützen einer
Position der Montagevorrichtung (111) zu bewegen,
wobei die Position tiefer als eine Tragposition der
Montagevorrichtung (111) durch die Hebevorrich-
tung (123, 127) ist.

3. Installationsvorrichtung für eine Reaktorreparatur-
vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei
ein Aufhängungsumschaltmetallfitting (132) für die
Montagevorrichtung (111) vorgesehen ist, wobei
das Aufhängungsumschaltmetallfitting (132) mehre-
re Aufhängungsabschnitte umfasst und in der Lage
ist, die Aufhängung der Reaktorreparaturvorrich-
tung, die über die Montagevorrichtung (111) aufge-
hängt gehalten und getragen wird, auf die Hebevor-
richtung (123, 127) umzuschalten.

4. Installationsvorrichtung für eine Reaktorreparatur-
vorrichtung nach einem beliebigen der Ansprüche 1
bis 3, wobei
die Positionseinstellvorrichtung (114) eine Füh-
rungsschiene (141), die auf dem Werksboden ent-
lang einer Richtung verlegt und vorgesehen ist, in
welche die Hebevorrichtung (123, 127) waagrecht
bewegt wird, einen ersten Bewegungskörper (142),
der entlang der Führungsschiene (141) frei beweg-
bar ist, und ein Halteglied (143), das an dem ersten
Bewegungskörper (142) vorgesehen ist und in der
Lage ist, die Montagevorrichtung (111) zu halten,
umfasst.

5. Installationsvorrichtung für eine Reaktorreparatur-
vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, wobei
das Halteglied (143) in der Lage ist, zwei Stellen der
Montagevorrichtung (111) in einer Längsrichtung zu
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halten.

6. Installationsvorrichtung für eine Reaktorreparatur-
vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4 oder 5, wobei
die Positionseinstellvorrichtung (114) eine Kamera
(107, 108), die in der Lage ist, Reparaturarbeiten
durch die Reaktorreparaturvorrichtung zu erfassen,
einen zweiten Bewegungskörper (144), der entlang
der Führungsschiene (141) frei bewegbar ist, und
einen Monitor (145), der an dem zweiten Bewe-
gungskörper (144) vorgesehen ist und in der Lage
ist, ein Bild der Kamera (107, 108) anzuzeigen, um-
fasst.

7. Installationsvorrichtung für eine Reaktorreparatur-
vorrichtung nach einem beliebigen der Ansprüche 1
bis 6, wobei
ein Temporärplatzierrahmen (129), der dazu ausge-
bildet ist, den oberen Abschnitt der Reaktorrepara-
turvorrichtung aufgehängt zu halten und zu tragen,
vorgesehen ist.

8. Installationsvorrichtung für eine Reaktorreparatur-
vorrichtung nach einem beliebigen der Ansprüche 1
bis 7, wobei
mehrere Sätze aus den Hebevorrichtungen, den Be-
wegungsvorrichtungen und den Positionseinstell-
vorrichtungen auf dem Werksboden derart angeord-
net sind, dass sie einander in der waagrechten Rich-
tung gegenüber liegen.

9. Installationsvorrichtung für eine Reaktorreparatur-
vorrichtung nach einem beliebigen der Ansprüche 1
bis 8, wobei
die Reaktorreparaturvorrichtung eine Wasserstrahl-
verfestigungsvorrichtung (101) umfasst.

10. Verfahren zum Anbringen, mittels der Installations-
vorrichtung nach einem beliebigen der Ansprüche 1
bis 9, einer Reaktorreparaturvorrichtung an einer In-
strumentierungsdüse (83), die in einem halbkugel-
förmigen Abschnitt (66) eines Reaktorbehälters (61)
vorgesehen ist, wobei das Verfahren folgende
Schritte umfasst:

Aufhängen und Tragen eines oberen Abschnitts
der Montagevorrichtung (111), die mit einem
oberen Abschnitt der Reaktorreparaturvorrich-
tung verbunden ist, von einem Werksboden aus,
Durchführen einer temporären Positionierung
der Reaktorreparaturvorrichtung in Bezug auf
die Instrumentierungsdüse (83) durch Bewegen
der Montagevorrichtung (111) in zwei Richtun-
gen, die einander in einer waagrechten Rich-
tung kreuzen,
Durchführen einer eigentlichen Positionierung
der Reaktorreparaturvorrichtung in Bezug auf
die Instrumentierungsdüse (83) durch geringfü-

giges Bewegen der Montagevorrichtung (111)
in der waagrechten Richtung, und
Anbringen der Reaktorreparaturvorrichtung an
der Instrumentierungsdüse (83) durch Absen-
ken der Reaktorreparaturvorrichtung über die
Montagevorrichtung (111).

11. Verfahren zum Anbringen einer Reaktorreparatur-
vorrichtung nach Anspruch 10, wobei das Verfahren
umfasst:

aufeinanderfolgendes Durchführen der eigent-
lichen Positionierung und der Anbringung der
Reaktorreparaturvorrichtung in Bezug auf die
Instrumentierungsdüse (83) durch geringfügi-
ges Bewegen der Reaktorreparaturvorrichtung
in der waagrechten Richtung während des Ab-
senkens der Reaktorreparaturvorrichtung.

12. Verfahren zum Anbringen einer Reaktorreparatur-
vorrichtung nach Anspruch 10 oder 11, wobei das
Verfahren umfasst:

Aufhängen und Tragen der Reaktorreparatur-
vorrichtung durch eine erste Hebevorrichtung
(123) über die Montagevorrichtung (111) und
Bewegen der Reaktorreparaturvorrichtung zu
einer vorgegebenen Position und dann Um-
schalten der Aufhängung der Montagevorrich-
tung (111) zu einer zweiten Hebevorrichtung,
während eine Last der Reaktorreparaturvorrich-
tung durch die erste Hebevorrichtung (123) über
die Montagevorrichtung (111) getragen gehal-
ten wird.

Revendications

1. Dispositif d’installation d’un dispositif de réparation
de réacteur configuré pour installer le dispositif de
réparation de réacteur sur une buse d’instrumenta-
tion (83) prévue dans une partie hémisphérique (66)
d’une cuve de réacteur (61), le dispositif d’installation
comprenant
un gabarit d’installation (111) configuré pour être re-
lié à une partie supérieure du dispositif de réparation
de réacteur ;
un dispositif de levage (123, 127) configuré pour être
capable de suspendre et supporter une partie supé-
rieure du gabarit d’installation (111) et de soulever
le gabarit d’installation (111) depuis un étage de
travail ;
un dispositif de déplacement (113) configuré pour
être capable de déplacer le dispositif de levage (123,
127) dans deux directions se coupant dans une di-
rection horizontale ; et
un dispositif d’ajustement de position (114) configuré
pour être capable de déplacer le gabarit d’installation
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(111) dans la direction horizontale dans un état où
le gabarit d’installation (111) est supporté par le dis-
positif de levage (123, 127),
caractérisé en ce qu’un dispositif d’équilibrage
pneumatique (131) configuré pour réduire un poids
du dispositif de réparation de réacteur est prévu sur
le gabarit d’installation (111).

2. Dispositif d’installation d’un dispositif de réparation
de réacteur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
le dispositif d’ajustement de position (114) est capa-
ble de déplacer le gabarit d’installation (111) en sup-
portant une position du gabarit d’installation (111),
la position étant plus basse qu’une position du ga-
barit d’installation (111) supportée par le dispositif
de levage (123, 127).

3. Dispositif d’installation d’un dispositif de réparation
de réacteur selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel
un montage métallique de commutation de suspen-
sion (132) est prévu sur le gabarit d’installation (111),
le montage métallique de commutation de suspen-
sion (132) comprenant une pluralité de parties de
suspension, et étant capable de commuter une sus-
pension du dispositif de réparation de réacteur sus-
pendu et supporté par l’intermédiaire du gabarit
d’installation (111) vers le dispositif de levage (123,
127).

4. Dispositif d’installation d’un dispositif de réparation
de réacteur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 3, dans lequel
le dispositif d’ajustement de position (114) comprend
un rail de guidage (141) disposé et prévu sur l’étage
de travail le long d’une direction dans laquelle le dis-
positif de levage (123, 127) est horizontalement dé-
placé, un premier corps de déplacement (142) libre-
ment mobile le long du rail de guidage (141), et un
élément de maintien (143) prévu sur le premier corps
de déplacement (142) et qui est capable de retenir
le gabarit d’installation (111).

5. Dispositif d’installation d’un dispositif de réparation
de réacteur selon la revendication 4, dans lequel
l’élément de maintien (143) est capable de maintenir
deux emplacements du gabarit d’installation (111)
dans une direction longitudinale.

6. Dispositif d’installation d’un dispositif de réparation
de réacteur selon la revendication 4 ou 5, dans lequel
le dispositif d’ajustement de position (114) comprend
une caméra (107, 108) qui est capable de capter un
travail de réparation effectué par le dispositif de ré-
paration de réacteur, un deuxième corps de dépla-
cement (144) librement mobile le long du rail de gui-
dage (141), et un écran de contrôle (145) prévu sur
le deuxième corps de déplacement (144) et qui est
capable d’afficher une image de la caméra (107,

108).

7. Dispositif d’installation d’un dispositif de réparation
de réacteur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 6, dans lequel
un cadre de mise en place temporaire (129) confi-
guré pour suspendre et supporter la partie supérieu-
re du dispositif de réparation de réacteur est prévu.

8. Dispositif d’installation d’un dispositif de réparation
de réacteur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 7, dans lequel
une pluralité d’ensembles des dispositifs de levage,
des dispositifs de déplacement, et des dispositifs de
réglage de position est prévue sur l’étage de travail
pour se faire face dans la direction horizontale.

9. Dispositif d’installation d’un dispositif de réparation
de réacteur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 8, dans lequel
le dispositif de réparation de réacteur comprend un
dispositif de matage à jet d’eau (101).

10. Procédé d’installation, à l’aide du dispositif d’instal-
lation selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1
à 9, d’un dispositif de réparation de réacteur sur une
buse d’instrumentation (83) prévue dans une partie
hémisphérique (66) d’une cuve de réacteur (61), le
procédé comprenant les étapes de :

suspension et support d’une partie supérieure
du gabarit d’installation (111) relié à une partie
supérieure du dispositif de réparation de réac-
teur depuis un étage de travail ;
réalisation d’un positionnement temporaire du
dispositif de réparation de réacteur par rapport
à la buse d’instrumentation (83) en déplaçant le
gabarit d’installation (111) dans deux directions
qui se coupent dans une direction horizontale ;
réalisation d’un positionnement réel du dispositif
de réparation de réacteur par rapport à la buse
d’instrumentation (83) en déplaçant légèrement
le gabarit d’installation (111) dans la direction
horizontale ; et
montage du dispositif de réparation de réacteur
sur la buse d’instrumentation (83) en abaissant
le dispositif de réparation de réacteur par l’inter-
médiaire du gabarit d’installation (111).

11. Procédé d’installation d’un dispositif de réparation
de réacteur selon la revendication 10, le procédé
comprenant le fait de
réaliser de manière successive le positionnement
réel et le montage du dispositif de réparation de réac-
teur par rapport à la buse d’instrumentation (83) en
déplaçant légèrement le dispositif de réparation de
réacteur dans la direction horizontale tout en abais-
sant le dispositif de réparation de réacteur.
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12. Procédé d’installation d’un dispositif de réparation
de réacteur selon la revendication 10 ou 11, le pro-
cédé comprenant le fait de
suspendre et supporter le dispositif de réparation de
réacteur grâce à un premier dispositif de levage
(123) par l’intermédiaire du gabarit d’installation
(111), et déplacer le dispositif de réparation de réac-
teur jusqu’à une position prédéterminée, et commu-
ter ensuite une suspension du gabarit d’installation
(111) vers un deuxième dispositif de levage tout en
maintenant une charge du dispositif de réparation
de réacteur supporté par le premier dispositif de le-
vage (123) par l’intermédiaire du gabarit d’installa-
tion (111).
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